Depth selective Mössbauer spectroscopy: Analysis and simulation of 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra obtained from rocks at Gusev Crater, Mars, and layered laboratory samples
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[1] The miniaturized Mössbauer spectrometer (MIMOS) II Mössbauer spectrometers on the Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) simultaneously obtained 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Mössbauer spectra from rock and soil targets. Because photons with lower energy have a shallower penetration depth, 6.4 keV spectra contain more mineralogical information about the near-surface region of a sample than do 14.4 keV spectra. The influence of surface layers of varying composition and thickness on Mössbauer spectra was investigated by Monte Carlo simulation and by measurement using a copy of the MER MIMOS II instrument and samples with one or two layers of known thicknesses. Thin sections of minerals or metallic Fe foil on top of a thick mineral sample were used to produce samples with thin layers of known thickness on a thick substrate. Monte Carlo simulation of MER spectra obtained on the rock Mazatzal, which displays a coating on a basaltic substrate, and other Adirondack Class rocks results in a calculated thickness of 10 μm for the Mazatzal surface layer. The 6.4 keV spectra obtained on Adirondack Class rocks, on laboratory samples, and in Monte Carlo calculations show an apparent olivine enrichment which is not related to any observable surface layer.


1. Introduction

[2] The Mars Exploration Rovers (MER) Spirit and Opportunity have investigated the Martian surface since their landing in January 2004. Spirit landed on the plains of the 160 km diameter Gusev crater, and Opportunity landed on the plains of Meridiani Planum. The primary objective of their mission is to explore two sites on the Martian surface where water may once have been present [Squyres et al., 2004]. Both rovers carry mast-mounted remote sensing instruments and in situ instruments mounted on a 5 degree-of-freedom instrument deployment device (IDD). The remote sensing instruments are a multispectral Panoramic camera (Pancam) and a Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer (Mini-TES). The in situ instruments are an Alpha Particle X-ray Spectrometer (APXS), a Microscopic Imager (MI), a Rock Abrasion Tool (RAT), and a miniaturized Mössbauer spectrometer (MB). The Mössbauer instruments can simultaneously collect 6.4 keV X-ray and 14.4 keV γ ray spectra in backscattering geometry [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]. Spirit did so for all targets until sol 461, when the instrument was commanded to collect only 14.4 keV spectra. Opportunity has collected 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra for all targets to date. The Fe mineralogy of rock and soil targets at Gusev Crater and Meridiani Planum reported by Morris et al. [2004, 2006a, 2006b, also Iron mineralogy and aqueous alteration in the Columbia Hills of Gusev crater from Husband Hill through Home Plate by the Mars Exploration Rover Mössbauer Spectrometer, submitted to Journal of Geophysical Research, 2007], Klingelhofer et al. [2004] and D. Rodionov et al. (manuscript in preparation, 2008) has been exclusively extracted from 14.4 keV spectra. The focus of this paper is the analysis and Monte Carlo simulation of 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV MER Mössbauer spectra of Adirondack Class rocks from Gusev crater and laboratory spectra of layered samples obtained with a MER-equivalent instrument.

[3] The evaluation of MER Mössbauer data is described by Morris et al. [2006a]. Briefly, MIMOS II measures spectra in 13 temperature windows [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]. For the analyses presented in this paper, all available temperature windows for a specific target have been
summed to improve counting statistics. An in-house fitting routine was used. The Mössbauer parameters isomer shift (\(\delta\)), quadrupole splitting (\(\Delta E_Q\)), and the magnetic hyperfine field strength (\(B_{hf}\), only for sextet subspectra) were constrained to the values reported by Morris et al. [2006a] for all 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV spectra. All subspectra were fit using Lorentzian line shapes. The identification of minerals is not the focus of this paper and was adopted from Morris et al. [2006a].

[4] The analysis of both 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Mössbauer spectra provides depth selective information about the mineralogical composition of Fe-bearing phases, because photon penetration depths are energy-dependent. The back-scattering MB spectra derived from the less energetic 6.4 keV X rays stem from shallower depths and contain more information about the near-surface part of a sample than do the more energetic 14.4 keV \(\gamma\) rays as shown schematically in Figure 1. Therefore, spectra obtained on samples with a thin surface layer such as a weathering rind will show significant differences in their 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra.

[5] In order to understand and quantify the effect of surface layers of various thickness and composition on MER Mössbauer spectra, we (1) obtained equivalent measurements on laboratory samples composed of a mineral thin section or metallic iron foil on top of a thick substrate material with a MER-equivalent Mössbauer spectrometer and (2) modeled the scattering of Mössbauer radiation using Monte Carlo simulations. The simulations allow the independent variation of parameters such as the thickness, mineralogical composition, and density of a layered sample. The comparison of measured spectra obtained on layered laboratory samples with calculated spectra serves to validate the Monte Carlo code. The thickness of surface layers such as weathering rinds can then be estimated by comparison to Monte Carlo simulated spectra.

[6] Comparison of 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra for Adirondack Class rocks shows that the derived subspectral areas are different. An apparent enrichment of Fe from olivine in 6.4 keV spectra compared to 14.4 keV, is observed. In order to understand the origin of this difference, which is not related to a detectable surface layer and is probably a general result and not just restricted to Adirondack Class rocks, we obtained laboratory and Monte Carlo spectra for two terrestrial olivine basalt samples.

2. Depth Selectivity in Mössbauer Spectra

[7] Mössbauer spectroscopy of Fe-bearing samples requires a nuclear source of 14.4 keV \(\gamma\) rays (typically \(^{57}\)Co embedded in a Rh metal matrix). These \(\gamma\) rays are absorbed resonantly by \(^{57}\)Fe nuclei in the sample (2.2% natural abundance). The \(^{57}\)Co decay to \(^{57}\)Fe occurs with 91% probability via the 14.4 keV excited state of \(^{57}\)Fe. In the further decay to the ground state, a 14.4 keV \(\gamma\) ray is emitted with 9% probability. The remaining 91% are accounted for by the emission of X rays and electrons, following internal conversion processes. The Fe-K\(\alpha\) line at 6.4 keV occurs in \(\sim75\)% of all photon deexcitation events, which makes it viable for Mössbauer spectroscopy. The electrons emitted during the decay include conversion electrons with energies up to 14.3 keV as well as Auger- and shake-off-electrons with energies in the range of less than 15 eV up to several keV. The decay of \(^{57}\)Co is illustrated in Figure 2; the characteristics of the \(^{57}\)Co decay are discussed in detail by Browne et al. [1986].

[8] Mössbauer spectra separately obtained for resonant \(\gamma\) rays, X rays, and conversion electrons for a homogeneous, thick Fe-bearing target should all be the same because they all "sample" the same Fe-bearing material. Conversely, Mössbauer spectra obtained for the same radiations can be different if the target is heterogeneous with respect to Fe-bearing phases because the different radiations have different scale lengths for absorption. For example, the penetration (or escape) depth for the resonant electrons, X rays, and \(\gamma\) rays increases in the same order.

[9] Therefore, information about the distribution of Fe-bearing phases with depth (depth sensitive or selective), is possible if two or more resonant radiations are measured for the same sample. Depth-sensitive information is possible for the MER MIMOS II instruments because both the resonant 14.4 keV \(\gamma\) rays and the resonant 6.4 keV X rays are simultaneously detected [Klingelhofer et al., 2002, 2003; de Souza, 2004; Fleischer, 2006; Fleischer et al., 2007]. Analysis of 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV backscatter Mössbauer spectra is discussed by Bara [1980] and Mei et al. [1988].

[10] The maximum sampling depth of the Mössbauer 14.4 keV \(\gamma\) rays is on the order of \(\sim500\) \(\mu\)m in coherent rock of basaltic composition, while 6.4 keV X rays have a maximum sampling depth of \(\sim200\) \(\mu\)m (section 5 of this paper; see also Morris et al. [2000]). Conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (CEMS) makes use of conversion electrons with energies of up to 14.3 keV, resulting in sensitivity to the first \(\sim0.2\) \(\mu\)m of a sample [Salvat and Parellada, 1984; Gellert et al., 1993]. A possible application of CEMS is the investigation of very thin iron films as described by Tyliszczak et al. [1983].

[11] Low-energy electron Mössbauer spectroscopy (LEEMS) utilizes Auger- and shake-off-electrons with energies of \(<15\) eV. These low-energy electrons constitute
more than 50% of the integral CEMS signal [Zabinski and Tatarchuk, 1988; Klingelhofer and Kankeleit, 1990] and lead to a sampling depth of \( \sim 0.005 \) m [Vandenberghe et al., 1998; Klingelhofer and Kankeleit, 1990; Klingelhofer et al., 1992; de Grave et al., 2005]. A possible application of ILEEMS is the investigation of the phase composition of Fe oxide surfaces as described by de Grave et al. [2005]. We are currently building an ILEEMS (integral LEEMS) setup to supplement the depth selectivity reached by MIMOS II [Hahn, 2007].

3. Absorption and Reemission Processes

The mathematical description of photon interaction processes in a sample forms the basis of a Monte Carlo simulation and will be described in this section. Generally, all photons can interact through the photoelectric effect, Compton and Rayleigh scattering and pair production [e.g., Siegbahn, 1968]. Pair production occurs for energies from a threshold of 1.022 MeV and can therefore be neglected for photons produced in the decay of \(^{57}\)Co, which have energies up to 706.4 keV [Kistner and Sunyar, 1965]. In the case of \(^{57}\)Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy, 14.4 keV \( \gamma \) quanta can be absorbed resonantly.

In the energy range below 14.4 keV, the nonresonant process which occurs with the highest probability by far is the photoelectric effect. Photons with higher energies (especially 122.2 keV and 136.3 keV) occur in the decay of \(^{57}\)Co and contribute to the background of the spectrum through scattering processes. The intensity \( I(x) \) of a \( \gamma \) ray at a certain depth \( x \) in a sample is given by

\[
I(x) = I_0 e^{-\mu x},
\]

where \( I_0 \) is the incident intensity. The absorption coefficient \( \mu \) can be calculated from atomic cross sections \( \sigma_i \) for the different photon interaction processes \( i \):

\[
\mu = \frac{N_A}{A} \rho \sum_i \sigma_i w_i,
\]

where \( N_A \) is the Avogadro constant, \( A \) is the atomic mass number, \( \rho \) is the density of the sample, and \( w_i \) represents the weight percentages of different elements. The total absorption cross section is composed of the cross sections for the different processes:

\[
\sigma_{\text{total}} = \sigma_{\text{resonant}} + \sigma_{\text{photo}} + \sigma_{\text{Compton}} + \sigma_{\text{Rayleigh}}.
\]

The absorption cross section for resonant absorption is determined by [e.g., Wegener, 1966]

\[
\sigma_{\text{res}}(E_\gamma) = \beta \sigma_0 \frac{1}{(E_\gamma - E_{\text{res}})^2 + \Gamma^2},
\]

where \( \beta \) is the isotopic fraction of \(^{57}\)Fe (2.2%), \( \sigma_0 \) is the maximum resonant cross section, \( \Gamma \) is the natural line width of the source, \( E_\gamma \) is the energy of the emitted photon and \( E_{\text{res}} \) the energy at resonance. The probability for recoilless emission and absorption of \( \gamma \) rays is given by the \( f \) factor, which is often referred to as the Debye-Waller factor (and sometimes as the Lamb-Mössbauer factor). Generally, \( \text{Fe}^{2+} \) ions have smaller \( f \) factors than \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) ions. We applied an \( f \) factor correction to subspectral areas determined from fits to account for this difference using an average value of

![Figure 2. Overview of emission processes of photons and electrons during the decay of \(^{57}\)Co to \(^{57}\)Fe and deexcitation of \(^{57}\)Fe (modified from de Grave et al. [2005]).](image-url)
Rayleigh scattering does not affect the energy of a photon. The energy of a Compton-scattered photon is determined by [e.g., Kleinknecht, 1992]:

\[ E'_\gamma = \frac{E_\gamma}{1 + \varepsilon (1 - \cos \theta_s)} \]  

where \( \theta_s \) is the scattering angle of the photon.

### 4. Monte Carlo Simulations

[17] Mössbauer spectra of layered samples are influenced by various parameters, such as the thickness of the layers, the density of the sample, and its elemental composition, especially, the iron content. A Monte Carlo simulation allows for the independent variation of these parameters to study their influence on 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra. The comparison of simulated and measured spectra can then be used to estimate the thickness of a surface layer. A detailed description of the Monte Carlo simulation developed for the work presented in this paper is given by Fleischer [2006]. The simulation models the geometry of the MIMOS II instrument [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]. A sample composed of two distinct, homogeneous layers, each containing up to ten different Mössbauer subspectra (singlets, doublets, and sextets) can be modeled.

[18] The Monte Carlo code is based on the equations discussed in section 2. The structure of the code is illustrated in Figure 3. At the start of the program, a parameter file is imported, which contains values defining the geometry and physical properties of the sample and the Mössbauer parameters and line widths for each subspectrum. For every photon, its emission from the Mössbauer source, interaction processes in the sample, and detection are simulated, updating its energy and direction of propagation after each interaction. The simulated Mössbauer source emits photons with an energy of 14.4 keV, which is then modified according to the source velocity. After a resonant absorption at a certain depth in the sample, both 14.4 keV \( \gamma \) rays and 6.4 keV X rays can be emitted, but as the absorption and scattering processes in the sample have energy-dependent probabilities, only 14.4 keV \( \gamma \) rays reach the detectors from greater depths. A real Mössbauer source emits photons with energies above and below 14.4 keV. Photons with higher energy (especially 122.2 keV and 136.3 keV) contribute to the constant background level of both spectra, photons with lower energy contribute to the constant background level of the 6.4 keV spectrum. The interactions of such photons do not depend on the source velocity. They don’t affect the structure of a Mössbauer spectrum, merely reduce its statistical quality. Thus, these photons are not modeled to reduce the number of photons necessary for a spectrum of good signal-to-noise-ratio and thereby the runtime of a simulation.

[19] In the sample, all photons can interact nonresonantly through Compton and Rayleigh scattering as well as the photoelectric effect. Only 14.4 keV \( \gamma \) rays can be absorbed resonantly through the Mössbauer effect. The probabilities for these four processes are determined by absorption coefficients. In the simulation, equation (4) is used to calculate absorption coefficients for resonant absorption.
Instead of the natural source line width defined in equation (4), the “minimum observable width” (twice the natural line width) is used [Muir et al., 1966].

[20] Absorption coefficients for nonresonant interaction processes and their dependence on the elemental composition and the photon energy are taken from the “X-Com” tables (described by M. J. Berger et al. (X-COM: Photon cross sections database, 2005, available at http://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/Xcom/html/xcom1.html)). This approach is more convenient than calculating absorption coefficients using equations (2), (5), and (6). Each interaction process may alter the energy and direction of propagation of a photon. After the resonant absorption of a 14.4 keV γ ray, the absorbing Fe nucleus reaches an excited state. In its decay back to the ground state, 14.4 keV γ rays as well as X rays and electrons are emitted. The emission of a 6.4 keV X ray is five times more likely than the reemission of a 14.4 keV γ ray. Emissions of photons with energies between 6 keV and 14.4 keV are modeled according to the decay characteristics of the 57Fe excited state [Browne et al., 1986]. Photons with energies as low as 6 keV contribute to the spectra because of finite detector resolution (the detector resolution at room temperature is ~1.0–1.5 keV [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]). Emissions of photons with energies below 6 keV are neglected, because they do not contribute to the spectra. The reemission of electrons, including conversion electrons, following resonant absorption, may lead to velocity-correlated 6.4 keV X rays. The contribution of these electrons to the spectra is currently not included in the simulation. The reemission after a resonant absorption is modeled with an isotropic distribution. Compton scattering alters the energy of a photon according to equation (8). Rayleigh scattering does not alter the energy. In both cases, the scattering occurs according to the forward-backward symmetric Thomson distribution given by equation (7). The photoelectric effect is modeled as the complete absorption of a photon. In the simulation, the photon is discarded, and the next run starts by generating a new photon from the Mössbauer source.

[21] The modeling of a photon’s detection takes into account its energy and coordinates. If a photon’s direction of propagation crosses the detectors, and if its energy lies within the assumed detector resolution of 1 keV, the photon is detected. X rays with energies of ~6.4 keV are accumulated in one spectrum, γ rays with energies of ~14.4 keV in a second spectrum. The energy channels of each spectrum are defined by the Doppler velocity of the source at the time of the photon’s emission. The detectors have an efficiency of nearly 100% at 6.4 keV and ~70% at 14.4 keV [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]. To minimize the runtime of a simulation, the detectors are modeled as having an efficiency of 100% for both energies.

[22] The two spectra are exported as separate data files which can then be fitted using the same fitting routine that is also used to fit measured spectra. This approach allows for a direct comparison of measured and simulated spectra. A total number on the order of 10^8 photons is required to obtain simulated spectra of good quality.

5. Layered Samples: Laboratory Measurements and Simulations

[23] In order to investigate the depth selectivity in Mössbauer spectra experimentally, samples composed of two distinct, homogeneous layers of well known composition were analyzed using a laboratory version of MIMOS II instruments employed by the MER rovers [Klingelhofer et al., 2003]. An olivine thin section with a thickness of 60 µm or iron foils with thicknesses of 10 and 50 µm, respectively, were combined with substrates of pyrite (FeS₂)

Table 1. Elemental composition, densities, and Mössbauer parameters δ, ∆E_Q, and Bhf at 298 K for Substrates and Surface Layers Used for Laboratory Measurements on Layered Samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Composition (wt %)</th>
<th>Density, (g/cm³)</th>
<th>δ (mm/s)</th>
<th>∆E_Q (mm/s)</th>
<th>Bhf (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine thin section,a 60 µm</td>
<td>44% O, 19%Si, 6% Fe, 31% Mg</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metallic Fe foils</td>
<td>100% Fe</td>
<td>7.5 ± 1.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyrite substrate</td>
<td>47% Fe, 53% S</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematite substrate</td>
<td>70% Fe, 30% O</td>
<td>5.5 ± 0.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>–0.19</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aElemental composition is derived from EDX measurements, Mössbauer parameters are δ, the isomer shift relative to metallic Fe foil; ∆E_Q, the quadrupole splitting; and Bhf, the hyperfine field. 
bThe uncertainty in δ and ∆E_Q is 0.02 mm/s, the uncertainty in Bhf is 0.8 T. 
cOlivine from Twin Sisters Range, Washington. 
dUnknown origin.

dThe uncertainty in thickness of Fe foils is ±15%.
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Figure 4. Measured spectra obtained on layered laboratory samples and the corresponding simulated spectra, from top to bottom: 14.4 keV measured (m); 14.4 keV simulated (s); 6.4 keV measured (m); and 6.4 keV simulated (s). All measurements were performed at room temperature. Zero velocity is referenced with respect to metallic iron foil. Mössbauer areas derived from the spectra shown here are given in Table 2.

and hematite ($\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$). These samples were chosen because they differ significantly in their iron content, and their different hyperfine parameters render them easy to distinguish in spectra. Table 1 gives a summary of elemental composition, derived from Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) Analysis, and Mössbauer parameters. The Mössbauer parameters determined from component subspectra that are relevant for phase identification are the isomer shift ($\delta$) and quadrupole splitting ($\Delta E_Q$) for doublet subspectra, and $\delta$, $\Delta E_Q$ and the magnetic hyperfine field strength ($B_{hf}$) for sextet subspectra. All laboratory measurements were conducted at room temperature.

Spectra obtained on these samples illustrate the range of relative Mössbauer areas caused by layers of varying thickness and iron content. The results obtained from these well-defined samples proved to be helpful for the understanding of spectra obtained on natural samples of varying composition with surface layers such as coatings or weathering rinds with varying thicknesses.

Figure 4 compares measured and the corresponding simulated spectra obtained on these layered samples in both 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV. Mössbauer subspectral areas obtained from measured (calculated from least squares fit of the spectra) and simulated spectra are summarized in Table 2.
Values are given as a percentage of the total area. The values given in Table 2 are not f factor corrected.

[27] In Figure 4, it is also apparent that the simulated 14.4 keV spectra are noisier than the simulated 6.4 keV spectra, contrary to measured spectra. This is a consequence of the model used for the $^{57}$Co source in the simulation, as described in section 4: this simulated source emits only 14.4 keV $\gamma$ rays. Thus, the large number of 6.4 keV X rays emitted from a real $^{57}$Co source contributing only to the constant background level of a measured 6.4 keV spectrum is absent in simulated 6.4 keV spectra.

[28] In general, Mössbauer areas obtained from measured and simulated spectra agreed within ~5% (absolute). With a 50 $\mu$m thick iron foil as the surface layer, the hematite substrate with an iron content of ~70 wt % shows a subspectral area of 1% in the 6.4 keV and ~3% in the 14.4 keV spectrum, which is close to the detection limit. A 50 $\mu$m thick Fe layer can therefore be regarded as the maximum thickness which allows the substrate to be resolved in Mössbauer spectra. The $\gamma$ ray intensity after passing through this layer can be derived from equation (1), using absorption coefficients for 14.4-keV $\gamma$ rays from the X-Com tables. Taking into account the backscattering geometry of the experiment (i.e., the surface layer is passed twice before the radiation reaches the detectors), the calculated intensity is 0.78% for 14.4 keV $\gamma$ rays and 0.60% for 6.4 keV X rays. These values can be used to estimate the maximum thickness of surface layers with other compositions. We estimated the maximum thicknesses of two different surface layers that are necessary to allow detection of the substrate at the detection limit. For a surface layer composed of hematite ($\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$) with a density of 5.3 g/cm$^3$, we calculated a thickness of ~100 $\mu$m for 14.4 keV $\gamma$ rays, and ~90 $\mu$m for 6.4 keV X rays. For a surface layer having 20% FeO and 80% SiO$_2$ and a density of 3 g/cm$^3$, which is a simplification of typical Martian samples [e.g., Gellert et al., 2004], we calculated a maximum depth of ~530 $\mu$m for 14.4 keV $\gamma$ rays, and ~130 $\mu$m for 6.4 keV X rays.

[29] These values are consistent with earlier results [Morris et al., 2000; Klingelhofer et al., 2003], where the maximum depth of a surface layer is defined to absorb 95% of the incident radiation, taking into account attenuation processes on the way in and out of the sample, that is, passing the surface layer twice. With this approach, Morris et al. [2000] calculate a maximum depth of ~200 $\mu$m for a basaltic composition.

[30] Differences between measured and simulated spectra will always arise because it is not possible to model the exact composition and geometry of the sample. Impurities and inhomogeneities can be modeled in principle, but are not taken into account in the current model, which assumes two homogeneous layers. The surface layer is modeled with a constant thickness, which is an obvious simplification of reality. In addition, broadening of the line widths resulting from temperature effects or impurities in the crystal structure, is not modeled in the Monte Carlo code at present. As a consequence, line widths tend to be narrower in simulated spectra, even though measured line widths are used as an input for the simulations.

[31] The results presented in this section show that the Fe mineralogical composition of a surface layer and its substrate can be determined by comparing 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Mössbauer spectra if the surface layer is not too thick. With the help of a Monte Carlo simulation, it is possible to estimate the thickness of a surface layer such as a weathering rind.

6. Application to Mars

[32] During the first 100 sols of its mission at Gusev crater, the “Spirit’’ rover investigated 5 basaltic rocks (Adirondack, Humphrey, Paperback, Mazatzal, and Route66), which on the basis of their chemical composition were grouped as Adirondack class rocks [McSween et al., 2006; Ming et al., 2006; Morris et al., 2006a; Squyres et al., 2006]. Mössbauer spectra were obtained on the undisturbed surfaces of all rocks, on the brushed surfaces of all rocks.
except Paperback, and after grinding with the RAT on Adirondack, Humphrey, and Mazatzal. The spectra reveal a basaltic mineralogical composition with only minor alteration with respect to Fe-bearing phases. On average, 51% of total iron in the Mössbauer spectra is from olivine, 34% from pyroxene, 8% from magnetite, 6% from nanophase ferric oxide (npOx) and 1% from hematite [Morris et al., 2006a].

6.1. Mazatzal Coatings

[33] Figure 5 shows Pancam images and MI mosaics of the rock Mazatzal. A dark surface layer was detected on this rock with the MI after the first of two RAT grinding operations. This surface layer was removed except for a remnant in a second grind. Measured and simulated Mazatzal spectra are shown in Figure 6. The Martian spectra were obtained on the undisturbed dusty surface of the target “Oregon” and on the target “New York” after brushing and after the second RAT grind. In comparison with 14.4 keV spectra, 6.4 keV spectra obtained on the undisturbed and brushed surface clearly show an enrichment of npOx (Figures 6a and 6b), which is not the case for spectra obtained after the second RAT grind (Figure 6c). The subspectral area of npOx decreases considerably from pregrind to postgrind spectra, while the subspectral areas of olivine and pyroxene increase. These results demonstrate that the surface layer on Mazatzal is enriched in npOx as compared to the bulk composition of the rock. The ratio of the subspectral areas of olivine and pyroxene remains stable in all measurements, which is consistent with the assumption that the surface layer is composed of mainly npOx with regard to iron-bearing minerals [Schröder, 2006]. APXS data show an enrichment of S and Cl in the surface layer [Gellert et al., 2004]. The dark layer was interpreted to result from aqueous alteration, the source of increased Fe$^{3+}$ being mainly oxidation of olivine and pyroxene [Haskin et al., 2005; Hurowitz et al., 2006].

[34] Spectra obtained on the brushed and abraded surface of Mazatzal were compared to simulated spectra to estimate the thickness of the dark alteration layer. Spectra obtained
on the undisturbed surface have not been included in the simulations, as simulating these spectra would require a three-layer model (dust, alteration rind, and substrate). Mössbauer areas for all Adirondack class rocks determined from measured and simulated spectra are given in Table 3. The Mössbauer parameters for 14.4 keV spectra for all samples (Tables 4a and 4b) are reported by Morris et al. [2006a]. For the simulations, a simple model of the mineralogical composition was used. This model is given in Table 5. It takes into account the normative CIPW calculations presented by McSween et al. [2006], which use subspectral areas and Fe\(^{3+}/Fe_T\) derived from Mössbauer spectra and chemistry from APXS data. For APXS measurements of the Fe concentration, 50% of the intensity of X rays originates from a depth of 22.5 \(\mu m\) [Rieder et al., 2003]. Measurements on Mazatzal show a slight increase in iron content from pregrind to postgrind measurements (16.7% FeO, target Oregon, undisturbed surface; 18.0%, target New York, postgrind) [Gellert et al., 2004]. Thus, the surface layer and the substrate seem to have very similar iron contents.

[35] Nonresonant absorption processes occur in non-Fe-bearing minerals. To account for these minerals, the model employs SiO\(_2\) as a substitute, which facilitates calculation of absorption coefficients because of its simple chemical composition. This approach is applicable for three reasons: First, the absorption coefficients of SiO\(_2\) are in the same order of magnitude as those of other non-Fe-bearing silicates or oxides. Second, SiO\(_2\) is a likely remnant of olivine weathering processes: the removal of iron from olivine ((Fe,Mg)SiO\(_4\)) leaves behind a combination of Mg and SiO\(_2\). Third, not accounting for Fe-absent minerals would yield unphysically high iron contents. The composition given in Table 5 in combination with a thickness of 10 \(\mu m\) of the surface layer yields the best agreement between measurements and simulations. For simulations of postgrind spectra, the surface layer thickness is assumed equal to zero. The remaining differences between measured and simulated spectra, especially in the case of 6.4 keV spectra, are presumably resulting from the rather simple model used in the simulation.

[36] One obvious difference between measured and simulated spectra is the occurrence of two peaks in simulated spectra (at \(-1 \text{ and } +2 \text{ mm/s}\)). These are at the positions of the central peaks of the magnetic phases hematite and magnetite. The intensity ratios of these peaks are modeled based on measured intensity ratios. We are investigating why their signature is stronger in simulated spectra.

[37] With \(\sim23\) wt% Fe in the substrate and \(\sim18\) wt% in the surface layer, the model slightly overestimates the iron

### Table 3. Subspectral Areas Derived From Measured Spectra Obtained on Adirondack Class Rocks and Simulated Mazatzal Spectra for Both 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Spectrum</th>
<th>Ol (%)</th>
<th>Px (%)</th>
<th>npOx (%)</th>
<th>Hm (%)</th>
<th>Mt (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A018RU Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>48(^b)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A033RB Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A034RR Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A058RU Humphrey_AshleyJ</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A059RB Humphrey_Heyworth1</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A060RR Humphrey_Heyworth2</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A076RU Paperback_Appendix</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A079RU Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A080RB Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.4 keV (s)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (s)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A082RR Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14.4 keV (s)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (s)</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A083RU Mazatzal_Oregon</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A084RR Mazatzal_Brooklyn</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A094RU Route66_Candidate7</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A100RB Route66_SoHo</td>
<td>14.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.4 keV (m)</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Spectra are (m) measured and (s) simulated Mazatzal. Target naming convention (adopted from Morris et al. [2006a]) is Awwwxy Feature-name_Target-name: A is MER-A; www is sol number (data returned to Earth); xy is target type (RU, rock undisturbed; RB, rock brushed; RR, rock RAT-ground). Ol, olivine; Px, pyroxene; npOx, nanophase ferric oxides; Hm, hematite; Mt, magnetite. Values are given as percentage of total area and are \(f\) factor corrected.

\(^b\)Uncertainty in subspectral areas is \(\pm2\%\) absolute.
content in comparison with APXS data. However, it yields the correct mineral fractions, which is of more importance for Mössbauer spectra than the overall iron content. Modeling a thinner layer of 5 μm yields too much olivine and pyroxene, even with a pure npOx composition. With a model of thicker surface layers (up to 30 μm), no composition can be found which yields an acceptable agreement between simulation and measurement simultaneously for 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra.

6.2. Differences in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Spectra

[38] Differences between 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra cannot always be attributed to the existence of a surface layer. As long as no surface layer is present, approximately the same subspectral areas (within statistical errors) would ideally be expected in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra. Contrary to this expectation, subspectral areas show deviations in most measurements.

[39] For a detailed analysis, Mössbauer areas obtained from 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra of Adirondack class rocks (Table 3) were plotted against each other for olivine, pyroxene, nanophase ferric oxide (npOx), hematite and magnetite (Figure 7). The measurements with the same areas in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra should plot on a line through the origin with slope 1. The two dashed blue lines indicate a region of less than 5% deviation (absolute) between both spectra. Different rocks are indicated by a particular color. Measurements on undisturbed surfaces, after brushing and after RAT grinding are indicated by squares, circles, and triangles, respectively.

[40] An apparent enrichment of olivine, in combination with an apparent depletion of pyroxene, in the 6.4 keV spectra is evident for most of the measurements (Figures 7a and 7b). Exceptions are spectra obtained on the undisturbed or brushed surface of Mazatzal, which show a depletion of olivine in 6.4 keV spectra in correlation with an enrichment of npOx (Figure 7c). These differences can be attributed to the surface layer on Mazatzal. Nanophase ferric oxide does not show large differences between 6.4 and 14.4 keV spectra obtained on other Adirondack class rocks. No obvious trend can be found in the plots for hematite and magnetite in spectra of Adirondack class rocks resulting from their comparably low concentration and thus low signal-to-noise ratio (Figures 7d and 7e). The differences between Mössbauer areas in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra in Figures 7a–7c cannot be explained by statistical errors. The relative area of olivine is slightly increasing from pregrind to postgrind measurements in both 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra (see Table 3).

[41] In principle, the higher olivine intensity in 6.4 keV spectra can be explained with the existence of an olivine-enriched surface layer. However, olivine is one of the least stable minerals toward aqueous weathering and should therefore be depleted relative to pyroxene in a surface layer exposed to aqueous weathering. For mechanical weathering,

### Table 4a. Mössbauer Parameters δ and ΔE\textsubscript{Q} for Olivine, Pyroxene, and npOx in Adirondack Class Rocks as Reported by Morris et al. [2006a]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Olivine (δ (mm/s))</th>
<th>Pyroxene (δ (mm/s))</th>
<th>npOx (δ (mm/s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A018RU Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>1.15±</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A033RB Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A034RR Adirondack_Blue</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A058RU Humphrey_AshleyJ</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A059RB Humphrey_Heyworth1</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A060RR Humphrey_Heyworth2</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A076RU Paperback_Appendix</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A079RU Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A080RB Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A082RR Mazatzal_NewYork</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A083RU Mazatzal_Oregon</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A084RR Mazatzal_Brooklyn</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A094RU Route66_Candidate7</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A100RB Route66_SoHo</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These parameters were used to fit both 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV spectra. The uncertainty in δ and ΔE\textsubscript{Q} is 0.02 mm/s, the uncertainty in B\textsubscript{hf} is 0.8 T.

### Table 4b. Mössbauer Parameters δ, ΔE\textsubscript{Q}, and B\textsubscript{hf} for Hematite and Magnetite in Adirondack Class Rocks as Reported by Morris et al. [2006a]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>δ (mm/s)</th>
<th>ΔE\textsubscript{Q}(mm/s)</th>
<th>B\textsubscript{hf} (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All hematite-bearing samples</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>−0.16</td>
<td>51.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All magnetite-bearing samples tet-Fe\textsuperscript{3+}</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All magnetite-bearing samples oct-Fe\textsuperscript{3+}</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>46.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These parameters were used to fit both 14.4 keV and 6.4 keV spectra. The uncertainty in δ and ΔE\textsubscript{Q} is 0.02 mm/s, the uncertainty in B\textsubscript{hf} is 0.8 T.

### Table 5. Composition of the Surface Layer and Unweathered Interior of Mazatzal Used for Monte Carlo Simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fe-Bearing Mineral</th>
<th>Composition (wt %)</th>
<th>Rind (wt %)</th>
<th>Interior (wt %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olivine</td>
<td>50% Fe\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{4} + 50% Mg\textsubscript{2}SiO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyroxene</td>
<td>33% CaFe\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{6} + 33% CaMg\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{6} + 33% MgFe\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{6}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>npOx</td>
<td>20% Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} + 80%SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematite</td>
<td>50% Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} + 50%SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetite</td>
<td>50% Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} + 50%SiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SiO\textsubscript{2} is used as a substitute for all minerals not containing iron.
A possible explanation is given by Rasmussen et al. [2005]: Mechanical weathering or grinding may remove whole pyroxene crystals, while the weaker olivine crystals simply break up and largely remain on the surface. This results in a surface region with a higher olivine/pyroxene ratio than the rock as a whole, thus leading to an enhanced olivine intensity in 6.4 keV spectra compared to 14.4 keV spectra. The dashed blue lines each represent a difference of 5% (absolute) between both spectra. The upper line is equivalent to a 5% larger area in 14.4 keV spectra; the lower line is equivalent to a 5% larger area in 6.4 keV spectra.

To find explanations for the observed deviations, we compared spectra obtained on Mars to laboratory samples and simulations. McSween et al. [2006] describe olivine clasts in Adirondack class rocks. To investigate the influence of olivine clasts in a basaltic matrix on 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Mössbauer spectra experimentally, a sample of terrestrial olivine basalt was obtained from the quarry Bauersberg, Rhoen, Germany. This sample contains olivine crystals up to ~5 mm in diameter in a pyroxene-rich matrix. A second basalt sample containing both olivine and pyroxene crystals with diameters of less than ~2 mm was measured for comparison. This sample was obtained from Ortenberg, Vogelsberg, Germany. On both samples, freshly exposed natural surfaces were measured.

Figure 8a compares 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra obtained on the abraded surface of the rock Humphrey, showing an apparent enrichment of olivine (or depletion of pyroxene) in the 6.4 keV spectrum compared to the 14.4 keV spectrum. The subspectral area of olivine is 70% in the 6.4 keV spectrum and 51% in the 14.4 keV spectrum. Similar observations were made for the other
Adirondack class rocks. Figure 8b shows measured spectra obtained on the Rhoen basalt sample. The relative Mössbauer areas of olivine are 60% in the 6.4 keV spectrum, along with 23% pyroxene and 17% npOx, and 54% in the 14.4 keV spectrum along with 28% pyroxene and 18% npOx. Figure 8c shows spectra obtained on the Ortenberg basalt. The relative Mössbauer areas of olivine are 51% in the 6.4 keV spectrum, along with 39% pyroxene and 10% ilmenite, and 38% in the 14.4 keV spectrum along with 50% pyroxene and 12% ilmenite. The pyroxene area is composed of three subspectra (see Fegley et al. [1995] for comparison). Thus, all three rock samples show more olivine in the 6.4 keV spectrum compared to the 14.4 keV spectrum. The effect is less pronounced in the Rhoen basalt sample and also less pronounced in spectra obtained on powdered Ortenberg basalt (44% olivine, 42% pyroxene, and 14% ilmenite in the 6.4 keV spectrum compared to 41% olivine, 45% pyroxene, and 15% ilmenite in the 14.4 keV spectrum). We are currently investigating further reasons for an enhancement of olivine in 6.4 keV spectra, such as influences of sample crystallinity, crystal zoning and chemical composition.

Mössbauer spectra of hypothetical rocks containing variable proportions of olivine and pyroxene were Monte Carlo simulated for comparison. The models for both minerals were adopted from the simulations of Mazatzal spectra described in section 6.1, with compositions as given in Table 5. A mixture of 60 wt% olivine and 40 wt% pyroxene yields subspectral areas of olivine of 67% in the 6.4 keV spectrum and 62% in the 14.4 keV spectrum. A mixture of 40 wt% olivine and 60 wt% pyroxene yields subspectral areas of olivine of 35% in the 6.4 keV spectrum and 32% in the 14.4 keV spectrum. Thus, simulated 6.4 keV spectra show larger olivine areas than simulated 14.4 keV spectra. Subspectral areas may be influenced by different line widths in 6.4 and 14.4 keV spectra. Thus, a physically reasonable model of line widths has to be implemented in the Monte Carlo code to determine whether the observations stem from real effects or whether they are an artifact in simulated spectra. Line widths in 6.4 and 14.4 keV spectra are discussed in section 7.

Modeling these spectra accurately is challenging. Crystals in a matrix cannot be simulated at present, because the Monte Carlo code models a homogeneous sample. More work is needed to understand and subsequently model the influence of a sample’s composition, crystallinity and porosity on line widths in Mössbauer spectra. Additionally, temperature and thickness effects have to be taken into account.

7. Line Widths in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Spectra

When comparing measured and simulated 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra, attention must be paid to differences in line widths. As discussed in section 5, line widths in measured spectra are influenced by sample composition and crystallinity as well as temperature and thickness effects. Thickness effects have a greater influence on line widths in 14.4 keV spectra, which can additionally broaden because of self absorption [e.g., Güttlich et al., 1978; Mitra, 1992, and references therein]. As a result, line widths tend to be broader in 14.4 keV spectra than in 6.4 keV spectra. These effects are not included in the simulation, which imports constant line widths from a parameter file. Varying line widths in simulations has a slight effect on subspectral areas, leading to small deviations (less than 5% absolute) between 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra. To improve the comparability of measured and simulated spectra, a physically reasonable simulation of line widths is important. This can be accomplished by first analyzing line widths experimentally.

We investigated the line widths in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra obtained on Adirondack class rock spectra for the two minerals with the largest subspectral areas, olivine and pyroxene. The result is illustrated in Figures 9a and 9b. The two axes represent the line widths from both spectra, so that a measurement with the same line widths in 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra would plot on a line through origin with slope 1 (dashed blue line). For 14.4 keV spectra, Figures 9a and 9b show that pyroxene line widths are generally broader than olivine line widths. This is the expected result because the M1 and M2 sites in pyroxene are more different than in olivine [e.g., Mitra, 1992]. For
6.4 keV spectra, pyroxene and olivine line widths lie in the same range. In the comparison of 6.4 and 14.4 keV spectra, olivine line widths are rather similar (Figure 9a), while pyroxene line widths are generally broader in 14.4 keV spectra (Figure 9b). Pyroxenes may exhibit zoning with respect to Fe concentrations [e.g., Stolper and McSween, 1979]. Because of the greater sampling depth of 14.4 keV γ rays, a larger compositional variation may be sampled, leading to larger line widths in 14.4 keV spectra. Further investigations are needed to understand the origin of these differences.

8. Summary and Conclusions

[48] 1. A Monte Carlo code was developed to simulate Mössbauer spectra obtained with 6.4 keV X rays and 14.4 keV γ rays. The code can be used to estimate the thickness of thin surface layers that have different Fe-mineralogical compositions than the substrate.

[49] 2. The Monte Carlo code was validated against 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV backscatter Mössbauer spectra of layered samples whose Fe-mineralogical composition and surface layer thickness were known.

[50] 3. On the basis of measured and Monte Carlo simulated 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV spectra obtained on the rock Mazzatral at Gusev crater, a thickness of ~10 μm was estimated for the thickness of its dark surface layer (weathering rind).

[51] 4. Adirondack class rocks show an apparent enrichment of olivine in 6.4 keV spectra compared to 14.4 keV spectra. An enrichment of olivine in 6.4 keV spectra compared to 14.4 keV spectra also occurs in spectra obtained on terrestrial olivine basalt samples. This effect can also be observed in Monte Carlo simulated spectra of a mixture of olivine and pyroxene, but is close to the limit of precision for areas.

[52] Additional laboratory and modeling investigations are needed to understand this difference between 6.4 keV and 14.4 keV Mössbauer spectra, including additional sample analysis and implementation of models for dust layers and inhomogeneities in the Monte Carlo code.
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